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Abstract 

This is a research paper for UDDP 2016, 

on the issue of mobility. In this paper I 

wrote my vision on the mobility issues on 

the context of Doha city. I tried to cover 

the literature of urban mobility, and then 

I drew the headlines of problem. Finally, 

it’s concluded by some solution 

strategies. 
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Introduction to mobility  

What is mobility  

Literally, mobility is the action of moving a person from place to another, a place A, a place of existing, origins and 

settlement. Taking the commuter to B, a place of destination, aim, and termination. Then back again sometimes t the 

A, to the end of the journey. 

  

Additionally, mobility is the ability to move. The terminology of ability means that the level of accessibility or 

connectivity to destinations. Accessibility is the mean of being able to reach a place in regards with time, cost and 

comfortability. Just as Sam Staley quoted; “travel where I want when I want”. In the other hand, the connectivity is 

more into the relativity between places, and its correlation to issues like visibility, possibility and forbiddingness.  A 

place might be far but accessible by comfortable means of transportation, in the other hand, a place might be near 

and easy to walk to, but not through or into. And these characteristics which define the quality of mobility. In addition 

to many others. 

Mobility and urbanism 

Every single point on the city map need to be accessible to the inhabitants, even if they life in the suburbs, or the 

other cities and surrounding county’s rural areas. And the success of mobility is measured by the ability of every user 

to reach the public service with ease and comfortability, regardless of time needed or price. Delays, closures and 

other transportation system redundancies by tiny weather change is not a form of an effective mobility. 

  

Connectivity of public spaces and spectators of public events and venues is an important factor of successful mobility. 

Every aspect in the urban realm might affect the connectivity issue, is an anti-mobility factor. Those include 

temporary events, such like construction sites, natural sub-dividers like water surfaces and topography. Physical 

manmade aspects such like prohibited private buildings. Insecure neighborhoods and nodes of crimes.  
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Characteristics of efficient urban mobility  

To reach an efficient urban mobility system, we need first to characterize these indicators. And to summarize them; 

they are Human scale, affordability, equality of distribution, consist ability, comfortability, safety, inclusiveness, 

diversity, availability of alternative. 

Before thinking of advancement on the large issues of mobility , we need first to start with the mistakenly 

downgraded  level of human-being, before thinking of cars, trains and ships, the mobility successful efforts initiated 

with consideration of things like walkability, reachability and connectivity for the normal urban pedestrian. Every 

inhabitant have the need and right to be able to reach his local and nearby destinations by ease and security.  

Different modes of mobility should be affordable for all the people on urban areas, which include the access to cheap 

private automobile, monitoring and affording the fuel, pricing the public transport systems. Urban spots of transit and 

transportation terminals need to be equally distributed and fairly placed around the city.  Bad planning might 

prioritize unevenly some citizens, businesses or even venues of politicians’ interest, but unfortunate for them the 

transportation process is a two-ways process, and it doesn’t works with a polarized planning.  

The most necessary characteristics for mobility systems on cities are its consistency. People living in urban areas 

highly depend on the precision on timing and durability of travels in their daily reach out to work and businesses. And 

here come the importance of other factors such like the availability of a variety of different travel modes, which work 

as alternatives in case of disturbances. And additionally the essentiality of inclusiveness in transportation planning, as 

we have all kind of commuters such like people with disabilities, travelers with luggage, and families with children. 

The problem of mobility  

General Problem  

We can’t consider any solution to one of the urban issues in an isolations of other factors, in this case, mobility can’t 

be solved or developed further (in case it exist) in as a solo case, without considering housing, community, people, 

infrastructure, sustainability, physical development, and governance.  

Local problem of Mobility in Doha  

When we contextualize the problem of mobility, and look to the city of Doha, we realize that the kind of questions 

needed to be asked are different, we are not in the time zone of European cities where they have a comprehensive 

and sophisticated mobility system, neither a transportation infrastructure. So it will be useless discussing the modern 

issues of urban mobility in a debate about the city regeneration. Origin solutions which were omitted and neglected 

by predecessors of planners and policy makers are the real solution for a city drawn on mess. City’s urbanism can’t be 

disturbed by personal aggression and baffles of traditions in many matter of importance; it’s like a troll entering the 

hospital operation room, ordering doctors to operate on his way.  
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The city of Doha is like any city of developed world, vastly transforming and rapidly developing, physically and 

demographically. And the growth plans are the main drivers for this transformation. But at the same time, it’s a one 

way approach which is totally driven by uncoordinated teams proceedings and arbitrary decision making in many 

issues of transportation relativity. This why we need the 8-rules approach. 

Revising 8-Rules approach vs Mobility 

Mobility vs housing  

There is no point of having mobility system doesn’t serve the populated districts and housing suburbs. The urban 

population is the fuel and runner of the transportation and mobility systems. People think it’s the important places 

such like landmarks and private developments are the ones need the mobility inclusion. But they have mistaken both 

the origins and destinations of an efficient journey. Landmarks and luxurious destinations are not the winning formula 

for the equation. Studying Housing clusters and suburbs are the first solution for mobility issues. Millions of habitants 

are the true economical solution for expensively built and costly run transportation systems. People daily destinations 

are mainly directed to the place of common interest; such like places of work for majority of commuters, schools for 

children, in addition to businesses and production facilities. Also places of survivals, that’s means where people 

generally shop and do the grocery. Because of that, the area naturally start to transform into a new shape, new 

services started to appear, new buildings getting built, this is how we ignite urban evolution. We can’t have a B 

without A. that is the formula of housing. 

  

Mobility vs infrastructure 

Infrastructures might be one of the major destroyers of urban areas mobility, even if it’s a transportation 

infrastructure itself. Because of its long and endless huge disconnecting and prohibited concrete rivers. Motorways, 

Bridges and train routes are the main killers of connectivity in the city. Urban areas are disconnected and isolated by 

the ill designed massive structures. Many efforts are done afterwards to decrease the negative impact by costly made 
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pedestrians’ bridges and dangerous drawn crossing spots. But bad design stays bad design even if you add cream and 

caramel. Well planned infrastructures and well placing of urban spaces land uses are totally alternative approach. 

But in the other hand, other kinds of infrastructures have completely different impact on the residents of cities. The 

advancement and success on providing all city with equal and strongly performing media and communication 

infrastructure is the main reason for a new kind of life style, Life where all the people are connected. It’s a new kind of 

living where everybody can perform whatever he used to need to take a trip out, just from his bed or sofa at home. 

It’s a new era, where the city real infrastructure of mobility id replaced with cable and data centers. A world where 

you can work, shop and buy the ticket online. Watch the product, choose, and even refund. Without the need for 

buying petrol or stopping a taxi. 

  

Mobility vs governance  

Governing mobility is a powerful factor on achieving a status of balance and practicality on implementations of 

transportation policies and strategies. It starts with comprehensive and repeatable surveys and analysis of current 

situation surrounding the urban mobility. Deep investigations and studies need to be conducted on the different 

practices and legislated polices made on or affecting the mobility execution plans. Data need to be transparently 

handled and produced information need to be clearly stated, without manipulation or omitting, and finally, 

assessments need to be morally disclosed.  

The issues and principles governs public buildings, housing, infrastructure and all other factors concerned with public 

accessibility and connectivity need to be regulated and ruled according to the strategic mobility plans. That means 

every plan needs to be examined against every factor affecting the urban mobility, on its location, capacity and 

purpose.  That include building regulations, construction codes, land uses and ownerships, so we become not 

arbitrary driven by sudden rules of taking off people’s properties or getting surprised by unorganized land use 

changing. 

The public participation in the process of mobility governance is very essential. When it’s with inhabitants, that mean 

more efficient plans, well informed citizens, which would lead to the avoidance of unnecessary legal battles and mass 

complaints, give chances for public enquiries, early objections or mass support.  Participation is an opportunity for 

understanding publics needs better and accordingly successful projects touching the heart of locals inhabitants’ 

problems.  This approach will initiate another kind of participation, allow the policy makers to renegotiate, represent, 

confront and retract plans, and before engage it into the public policy framework, especially when it comes to fateful 

decisions.  
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Mobility vs physical development  

The urban regeneration concerns with two main aspects, making of physical public space, and making of livable public 

life. Buildings, cafes, shops, parks, those are solid elements define and enhance physical space, and make the 

environment quality better. But public life need more than stones and voids. Public life needs soft elements which 

create the status of habitability, and livability. We develop new and existing urban areas with spacious squares and 

landscaped streets, furnished with benches, fountains, trees and lit facades. But what make people invade these 

urban areas and colonize it are many; people need accessible streets, with less noise, congestions and pollution. 

People want to walk and shop in a safe place where car speeds are controlled, or even car-freed. People thrive for 

public space they own, where they can do their own activities and show their own skills and crafts, even if it that 

includes laying lazily on the floor tanning on the sun-ray. There is nothing called Private public space. 

Integrating of both strategies leads to an enormous development and endless prosperity of the urban realm, but what 

drives this process is much harder than the physical works. The mobility enhancement is the most important factor to 

make visitors come in large numbers, and its quality which make them stay longer, day and night, all year long. Public 

spaces and places of interest are introduced by, parking spaces, transit hubs and high dense close and overlapped 

transportation routes. The more they are, the more the space is likely to succeed as a livable and habitable space.  

Downtowns planning need more awareness of health and capacity status of its residents by conducting surveys or 

enquiries of scientific nature. We need to know whether they can walk distances, or if they can or want to use 

bicycles, whether the services and public spaces within their reach, or if they have enough transits and transportation 

hubs in their areas compared to the density and frequencies of use. Successful planning require well understanding  

of their mobility habits, where they go, what they do, using technologies such like crowd simulation and real-time 

digital data.   

  

Mobility vs neighborhoods enhancement  

Neighborhoods are one of the most affected fabrics by the existing and absence of mobility systems. What concerned 

me the most is the socio-economic impact of transportation planning on the vulnerable communities living on the 
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most unfortunate deprived areas. Places suffer with poverty and lack of welfare Mobility is a factor to make these 

societies better, on the level of individuals, old citizens and disable people can be part of our urban life. Social 

equality is an issue of interest when planning transportation. In the time of rapid cities development, and without 

noticing, societies change incrementally, many residential mobility happened in silence. People lose jobs and move to 

deprived areas, families dissolved and break up, new babies born and then family needs new home. At the same time, 

on the other side, fortunate people move to more serviced areas in an escalated mode, people flee small old districts, 

neighborhoods get abandoned. Urban problems start to appear, such like crimes, health issues and social encounters, 

students educational outcomes dwindles. Only a proper mobility application can fight all these socio-economic issues. 

And then the process reversed, and we start to see gentrification.   

Mobility vs sustainability 

Cities require sustainability on all levels, public and personal; we need to decrease energy consumption, by using 

renewable energy. We need to manage water use, and benefit from rainfall and drained water. Waste management 

can decrease pollution and space. Recycling materials used in infrastructure can decrease the negative impact of mass 

construction, and decrease the huge waste of processing water and energy consumption. Even on personal lifestyle, 

We need to promote the use of renewable energy on every factor of urban mobility, private automobiles need to use 

renewable energy, or less polluting mode of fuels, we need to encourage individuals to tend into more sustainable 

options, we need to draw policies regulate the optionality of mobility products: for example we can force agents to 

offer 10%(increase incrementally overtime) of green vehicles sold by their shops. We can challenge government and 

other rail operators to use less polluting mode of transportation on their fleets. We can even negotiate the use of 

sustainable and less polluting transportation machines and modes. And we can promote using non-motorized 

networked cycling by enhancing public space. 

   

  

Mobility vs people 

Mobility can change the personal qualities of the urban inhabitants, a person with wider mobility capacity is more 

smarter, He read signs, he follow cautions, he saw innovative buildings, creative structures and beautiful arts in his 

every day trip. He is more confident, he makes decisions, he plan routes, even if it’s new. He is multi taskers, he can 

read or text while walking his way to his destination, and more healthy and powerful, he already crossed the daily 

needed sport before lunch time.  

The success on the plans of mobility can advance the cultural and social skills of city residents, by more engagements 

on public life and frequent events and activities.  A person who become smoothly part of the urban realm, and 

overwhelmed his attitude and normed his behavior. He became friendlier by the resisting of the minimum proximity 

zone. The affect reached the whole family, children use the same mode of mobility, they learned, whether it’s the 

public transport, or the sustainable non-motorized bicycle, the neighbors got the flu too.  
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Strategies for making mobility better  

The Inner-city compactness 

The factor of housing can be used to improve the inner city mobility accessibility and transportation efficiency. 

By manipulating the form of housing ownerships, and transform shapes of plots, we have a great chance to 

reach inevitably high dense inner-city urban clusters. The new setting will be more like narrow faced buildings, 

detached or non-detached, but with higher heights and with more terraced depth. The new form will have a 

new morphological urban forming strategy, which will reserve the personality and privacy of ownership 

choices and at the same time will have efficient and fair distribution of infrastructures (roads, amenities lines), 

mobility and services to larger number of city inhabitants. With a strategy to promote the idea of suburbs 

luxurious living, that in confronting with inner-city compact modern living style. This strategy will positively 

change the culture of mobility on the central city areas. It will serve the proximity factor for enhancing 

mobility. And it will easy and economically support the efforts of buildings transits and sustainable 

streetscapes, and therefore made the mobility strategies more human-scaled. 

   

Architecture of Multi-mode transit hubs  

Architecture is a substantive and unbeatable solution strategy for any urban problem. By adding a new 

building type to the city urban fabric, an impressive impact will be revealed. The use of urban transit hubs is 

one of the most efficient ways to develop the urban mobility. This building which combine more than one 

transportation models; trains and buses, national and local services, motorized and non-motorized, and finally 

personal mobiles(parking spaces) and public commuter carriages. This kind of building is irresistibly attractive 

and aesthetically beautiful kind of structures. It’s a self-flourishing urban regeneration project in itself. 

Services and activities automatically start to take place around it. But what make it even better that the efforts 
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of distribute a punch of its types around the city in a well-planned networked nodes. That will make better 

connected and broadly accessible, not only from different areas, but also by different kind of commuters. 

  

The superblock evolution  

It’s a model of urban fabric restructuring; it’s mainly a process of integrating new model of mobility to the overall city 

network, by manipulating the basic superblock form. the evolution process of the superblock is very old, it was known 

from the early days of the Nile civilization, and it was developed through all eras of civilizations, until it reached the current 

form of Grid shaped blocks, but after understanding the issue of urbanisms and mobility further, architects and urban 

planners promote for use to get back to it.  We look for our own new evolution. 

The articulation process of the superblock start by refusing the hierarchy of inner crossing streets, and replace it with a 

new rhythm of non-connected accesses, car-freed, and mainly non-landscaped, left for the residents and public use. this 

strategy, decrease the negative environmental  impact of streets, it make streets much safer. It’s manly approached to 

improve the quality of open space and it helps make it more social. But not only that, it’s also a reason for enhancing the 

city overall transportation performance.  
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